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Within the next few years
it is estimated that we will
converse with Chat-bots
more than we will talk to
our partners.
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It is for this reason that Digitall has developed an
Enterprise ready Conversational UI platform that is being
used by many Multi National Organizations around the
world. The Digitall platform allows its users to create
enterprise digital assistants quickly and easily that can
be integrated with any Line of Business System and
accessed through numerous channels.
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Platform | powerfully built, easy to use

Builder
If you ever played with Lego blocks - you can use our builder to
create your bot.
Just stack our smart blocks one on top of the other to create a
digital conversation masterpiece in minutes.

We believe in user experience, and we care about yours as much as we care for your customers.
That’s why we crafted a friendly and accessible studio for all your digital engagement needs.
Our studio gives you the most advanced building tools in a graphic user interface. It frees you
from coding, decision trees and other distractions - letting you focus on creating the absolute
best experience for your customers.

You can also organize your blocks into groups allowing you to keep
your creations organized, so you can easily find whatever you are
looking for.

Rules
Make sure your customers always get what they are asking
for: easily create a rule set that gets your customers the right
information, and avoid those pesky “please rephrase your query”
messages.

Q&A
Upload unlimited number of Q & As, and let your users ask a
question in free text. Our system understands their intent and
gives them the right answer.
And the best part is, you can manage everything using a simple
Excel file!

Drag & drop
Interface
Powerful Drag & Drop
interface to create
(and maintain) a
Chatbot & Digital
Forms with ZERO
CODING.
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Data BI
Data BI is where you can connect to and import your data from
various sources such as Power BI, Micro Strategy, Tableu and
Excel. Once connected, the data is available immediately for
queries in the bot by any user using natural language. See the
Data BI section on page 14 for more details.
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Platform

NLP

Training

Our state of the art Word2Vec and powerful
NLP engines with multi-language, supports
many languages (English, Spanish, Arabic
and many more).

No answer? No problem!

We fully understand your users’ intents and
provide highly accurate responses.

The system collects all of the user
questions it wasn’t sure how to answer,
so your content experts can easily teach it
everything.

Beautiful User
Interface
Not only is our studio ‘state of
the art’ and exceptionally clever,
it’s also expertly crafted and easy
to understand when navigating
around the User Interface. This inturn allows for an ‘easy on the eye’
experience.

Analytics

Settings

Use our built-on event system to pinpoint
opportunities for better customer
experience and efficient customer service.

Customize the look and feel of your
customer experience in seconds, to
perfectly match your brand’s style and
personality.

Full support for live AB testing let’s you
optimize your bot on the go.
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DIGI (NLP Brain)
Small Talk
Digi comes built in with small
talk support. With over 100 built
in intents just to handle a basic
conversation, Digi can handle
anything from questions about her,
to mood questions to the weather.
The responses can be customized
if you wish to give Digi a different
character. Using Q&A and Data BI
as well as custom NLP intents the
conversational capabilities of Digi
can be enhanced to respond to
“real” questions and requests while
retaining the underlying small talk
capabilities.

Hey, how are you?

I’m great, thank you!

Where does your
name come from?

My name came from
my creators. I also live
on the net, I was born
and raised here :)

I like you!

It really warms my
heart, I like you too.
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DIGI (NLP Brain)

Questions & Answers
The Q&A tab provides an easy
and simple way to add a FAQ style
capability to your chat bot. Using
out dedicated editor, you can add
questions and answers as well
alternate ways of asking the same
questions that are not obvious from
the “standard” way of asking.

Importing & Exporting
Detailing your questions & answers
Using Q & A, your answers do not have to be text only. You
can connect specific answers to specific blocks created for
a specific answer. This allows you endless customization
of the response to add pictures, videos or even kick off any
process directly from the bot. For example, asking “How do I
take a vacation” can provide the HR response including help
video and then ask the user if he wishes to start the vacation
process in your HR tool. By answering yes, the user can start
the entire vacation process directly inside the bot.
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The Q & A data can be exported and imported
from Excel for quick inclusion of existing questions you may have. The export option is an easy
way to backup your questions and store versions
of them.
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DIGI (NLP Brain)
Extracting specific
information

Custom Intents
Custom intents are where you
can create and add your own bot
specific intents such as “check
account balance”, or “transfer
funds” in a banking bot. Once
a sufficient amount of intent
examples are created in our
editor, an NLP model is built from
these examples and this model
is added to your combined NLP
brain i.e. to the smalltalk, Q&A
and Data BI capabilities as you
defined.

NLP Intents are a simple way of
describing what the user is actually
requesting or asking. Sometimes,
the intent is not enough to execute
the request. We need to also extract
information from the user sentence
such as bank account number or
branch name. These are called Entities
and can also be marked up using the
same intent editor as shown below.

The NLP brain makes sure each
request by the user is matched
against the correct model to
generate the correct response
and action.
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Data BI
What is Data BI about?
Data BI is a platform add-on that enables your employees and
customers to perform powerful queries on data, using natural
language. With a few simple configuration steps, your chat bot can
be connected to a data source such as Power BI, Micro Strategy or
Tabelu or alternatively import data from an Excel sheet. In combination
with our built in cutting edge NLP technologies, your data comes
to life through intuitive natural language queries. Targeted queries,
comparisons as well as charts are all available at the tip of your fingers
with no additional configuration or setup.

Natural Language Queries
Our NLP BI queries supports not only
basic queries such as total, average, min,
max, top N and bottom N counts but also
comparisons and various types of chart
generations. Query filters by specific data
values, greater/smaller than x, as well
as extensive date expressions are also
supported. Date filters can be created from
day of the week, weeks ago, months ago,
annual quarters or years, as well specific
dates.
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Some examples questions:
•

Average cost of summer pants in Q3

•

5 best selling products last year

•

Least selling products in emea last
month

•

Sales in Q4 compared with Q3

•

Discounts greater than 20 dollars last
year by customer country

•

Expenses over time in North America
in 2017

•

Correlation between profits and sales
in the last 2 years

Music by bensound.com
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Image upload box

• Create interactive
PDF forms in minutes

Forms

• Digital Signatures
• No Printing
• Automatic API
Generation
• Conditional Fields

It’s so easy, you can do it.
Using a user friendly drag & drop
form builder you can easily create
an interactive fillable PDF for your
customers. This eliminates the
time-consuming and wasteful
steps of printing the file, using a
pen to fill out and sign the form,
then scanning and re-uploading
the file for return sending.

Number fields

Live text fields

Selection buttons

3
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Easy to use ways to
create interactive
PDF forms

PDF

Wizard

Bot

www.digitall.ai
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Forms Explained

Break up a long
form process
into manageable
sections
Drag and drop
input fields over
existing PDF’s
PDFs can be uploaded to the
platform and converted into
dynamic, API based, forms that
interface directly with the user
applications.
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Don’t make your customers think.
Take the burden of decision making
off of the customer and create a
dynamic wizard form experience,
that will generate a completed PDF
and submit it anywhere needed.

Let a chat bot ask
you questions to
complete a form
Easily converse with your customers
to generate a completed PDF
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Analytics
Analytics is a platform add-on that
allows the bot owner in-depth
understanding and tracking of how
the bot is used by it’s users. Using
analytics, you can track KPIs and
trends over time to discover the bots
strengths and weaknesses, so you
can focus on improving the bot flow
to provide a better user experience
and allow the bot to complete its
purpose with its users.
In addition, using analytics you can
extract information that is important
for improving your business such
as: what are the areas and actions
that interest the users more or
areas that need to be strengthened
to provide better customer service
and satisfaction. From peeking
into actual complete transcripts
to important trends and in-depth
NLP analysis of the conversation,
analytics is a must for real
production bots.
Good data is important data!
The data collected by your bot and your user
behaviour is the most important feedback you
can get from deploying a bot in the feedback.
Complete and in-depth data is critical for the
success of a production bot in the field. Using our
analytics add-on, you have this base covered.
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Analytics are split into detailed sections to analyze your business data.
Overview

Sessions

The Overview section allows you to configure
your own personal dashboard summarizing the
information you want quick access to, providing
a high level overview of the bots health.

The Sessions section allows you to track
session activity on the bot, including other daily
and weekly session activity patterns. As with all
sections, data can be filtered by period, channel
etc.

Users

Intents

The Users section allows you to track active,
new and recurring users. In addition, total users
over time can also easily be tracked.

The Intents section provides information about
the NLP user intents, such as top intents,
intents the bot did not understand over time
and lists of specific messages not understood.
Using this information, we can teach the
bot and improve it to better respond to user
requests.

Q&A
The strong platform integration allows the
Analytics Q & A section to expose specific
Q & A KPIs such as questions asked / answered
/ not answered over time, top questions asked
as well as displaying the most frequently asked
topics from most asked to least asked.

Live agent
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|

Text Analysis

|

Transcripts

Flow

Drop Off

Events

Exports

The Flow section shows a chart displaying
the various paths users take in the bot with
attached percentages. Diving into this chart
can provide an understanding of the paths both
commonly and uncommonly taken by users.

The Drop Off section shows a chart of the most
common blocks in the bot flow where users
drop off. In addition, a drop off rate over time is
available to track this KPI over time.

The Events sections is where custom defined
events in the bot flow can be exported. Events
are specific points in the bot flow we wish to
record as happening, so we can later on measure
them as occurring or not occurring. Events are
created using the events card in the Builder tab
and exported in this section.

Every chart in the Analytics tab provides
buttons to export the specifically shown chart
data as an image or Excel sheet for simple
consumption. However, if you wish to export
the entire data set collected by the analytics
function you can use this export section to
export it to external BI products such as Power
BI, Micro strategy and Tableu.
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Live Chat
Need a live agent? No problem!
Our native omni-channel live agent
chat system was built with your agent’s
productivity and comfort in mind.
Give your customers a seamless transfer
from a bot to a live agent, and give your
agents an innovative chat solution with
advanced tools that will allow them to have
multiple chats at once, while giving full
attention to each customer.

Live Chat
Different colors allow your agents to
remember who they are talking to, with
notification badges for unread messages and
last message preview. All at a glance of an eye.

My Chats
Seamless Transition
Your customer gets a live agent on the same
chat session, and your agent gets the entire
conversation history of the customer with the
bot - allowing for a smooth service experience
for both.
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Live Chat

Analytics
The Analytics tab has a dedicated live-agent
section providing KPIs that are critical to
understanding the usage of the live-agent
capability integrated into the bot. Charts such as
percentage of users using live-agent over time and
percentage of users continuing in the bot after the
live agent assistance, help understand the user
perspective of the live agent experience.
Other charts are available when using our user
agent solution, to provide metrics on the agents
side experience. Here you will find charts such as
average live agent conversation length, number of
conversations handled per agent and average live
agent time per agent.

AI Questions
Save typing, avoid typos and make sure your
agents have the most updated info. Our NLP
engine analyzes the customer messages and
suggests to your agents the best answers,
ready to be sent in a click of a button. If your
service language requires - the smart replies
can even be phrased with consideration of the
customer’s gender.
The system keeps learning with time, and
always lets your agents easily search for
ready-made answers other than those it
suggested.

Users
Manage your agents, their skills and managers - so
that everyone will have their proper permissions.

Team
Allow team managers access to their agents’ chats.
Letting them provide feedback about your agents
and make sure everyone is aligned and at their best
practice.
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OCR (Optical Character Recognition)
Convert an image into editable live text within minutes.
Have you ever thought: “Wouldn’t it be great if I could convert a printed news article or agreement
into editable, digital text?”. Re-typing it wastes hours and allows for an array of typos.
What if you could use
a scanner or camera
to snap a shot of the
printed text, run it
through our Optical
Character Recognition
software, and ‘hey
presto’, you have live,
digital, editable text
within minutes?

Convert an
image into
editable live
text within
minutes

100% Text-searchable
Documents
Higher Productivity
The time and effort which the
employees were required to put in
for extracting relevant data can now
be channelized to focus on core
activities.
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One of the huge advantages of OCR
data processing is that it makes the
digitized documents completely text
searchable. This helps you quickly
lookup numbers, addresses, names,
and various other parameters that
differentiate the document being
searched.
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OCR (Optical Character Recognition)
Cost Reduction

Makes Documents Editable

Can help cut down on hiring professionals to carry out data extraction.
Helps in trimming various other costs, such as copying, printing,
shipping, etc.

Scanned documents need to be edited most of the time, particularly when some information
must be updated. OCR converts data to any preferred formats such as Word, etc., which can
be easily edited. This can be of great help when there are contents which have to be constantly
updated or regularly changed.

High Accuracy

Massively Improves Customer Service

Automated data entry will reduce errors
and inaccuracies, resulting in efficient data
entry. Besides, problems like data loss can
also be successfully tackled by OCR data
entry.

OCR helps in systematically storing and retrieving the
documents digitally at blazing speeds. With this, the
waiting time is drastically reduced for the customers,
thereby improving the customer experience.

Superior Data Security
Data security is of utmost importance for any
organization. Paper documents are easily prone to
loss or destruction. This is not the case with digital
documents. Furthermore, the access to these
digital documents can also be minimized to prevent
mishandling of the digitized data.
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Disaster Recover
Increased Storage Space
The fact OCR scans documents means that
the data can now be stored in an electronic
format on servers, eradicating the need for
maintaining huge paper files. In this way, OCR
data entry serves as one of the best tools to
implement “Paperless” approach across the
organization.

Disaster recovery is one of the major
benefits of using OCR for data entry.
When data is stored electronically
in secure servers and distributed
systems, it remains safe even under
emergency situations. When there
are sudden fire breakouts or natural
calamity, the digitized data can be
quickly retrieved to ensure business
continuation.
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